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Volume enhancer apk

Issue 4.6.2.2 Android 4.4 Name of hiccup.cool.volume.sound.booster Release Date 2021-01-08 Advertisement Volume Booster is one of the largest applications, which you can use to increase the volume of the phone, where you can increase the sound in a fairytale way when playing or enjoying music or watching
movies or many others where the application works with headphones also it is a very great function for a lot of people looking if your phone headphones have drawbacks application size booster; Problems immediately. ... Application size booster increase speaker is very excellent where you can increase the rate of
mobile vibrator by applying to increase the sound rate by song or movie and so on when the application show that you have a unique interface with high quality application contains two circles of the first circle called volume through which you can control the sound of the song or video and there is another circle next to it
called Boost , through which the mobile vibrator can control. Features of the application volume booster volume, increase speakers there are in the interface of the program multiple icons of each icon does something specific the first symbol with us in this application is mute and by it mute the two circles if you do not
want to increase the sound and use the phone only and then there is another symbol called Normal that controls the two circles So that the sound makes normal and not annoying person listening to video or music, since there is another symbol where there is 100% work on the mute vibrator as There is an icon called
Max that confuses the sound with the vibrator to make it the biggest sound. Also, you can add your music from the program by Volume Booster APK and there is an icon called Player that controls the playback and stop of the music as the program supports external speakers and Bluetooth speakers as it has an icon
called Sound to add the music you want as available in the application to the title of the song or video so you are able to read the song you want where the program also increases the volume of the system and increases the ringtone and messages The app increases the alarm sound because many people suffer from
the lack of sound of the alarm, so you can also see a band that shows the visual sound spectrum when you hear the song. Where all sounds move according to the height of the song really apply the size of the booster increase speakers of the best programs that can be used when increasing the sound, because many
suffer from the lack of voice in mobile phones you can when you play the rich work break to stop the song or can be on the following song or work on the previous song and many controls in this program unmistakable also wonderful because it is an easy-to-use program and fast as it can change the color of the program
warning to customers can lead to a malfunction in the phone speakers or they break we recommend to increase the sound step by step to make no difference in the speaker, which distinguishes this application also that it is now free, share this application with your friends to benefit from this wonderful project that works
for free from the Google Play program for Android devices as it does not take up much space like the rest of the programs. Ad Follow us on Telegram m for the latest apps and games category: apps - Music and Songs latest edition: 4.6.2.2 Published Date: 2021-01-08 2021-01-08 : QR Code Author Bookproaps: 2.3 . 5
2019, apk (2.67 MB) Super High Volume Booster (Super Speaker pro) is the best free app that will help you increase the volume of your Android phone by making it for all sound streams (music, voice, alarm, system). You can easily increase the sound of your phone to the maximum in a single button etc. Super high
volume booster ( super loud speaker pro) expander app is all in one, speaker + headphones volume increaser , equalizer bass booster and music player , with beautiful design and simple interface . now with Super Speaker Volume Booster you can increase speaker volume and volume increase of your mobile phone
30%-40% by using it. Its amplifier your sound and givessuper high volume. You can enhance sound effects on your phone to enjoy your favorite tracks to the fullest by adding a subwoofer bass booster to your tracks. Let's create exclusive musical for yourself with our Equalizer and Bass Booster Pro applications. You can
use an eaisly modi-e sound by using 5 band equalizers with bass and height effect. What Super High-Volume Boosters (super loud speaker pro) do: a- boost your device volume with a tap.b- ultimate sound booster experience.c- equalize and boost audio via headphones or speaker.d- no root required.e- Adjust the
volume.f- sound amplifier Equalizer.g- including 5 bands to edit you soundh- subwoofer bass booster. Super high volume booster ( super loud speaker pro ) features:* Amplier music player dj* Visualizer gives amazing look to your phone.* Music play with equalizer and visualizer and bass booster* 9 presets Effect with
super high volume* Bass Booster, Virtualizer and Balance Control* increase volume, super loud speaker sound* Turn on/off the music player with volume boost* Music amplifier sound booster with 5 band equalizer* Adjust the volume level* Phone extra loud volume booster saver increase the sound quality.* SongList
with Repeat shufle.* Headphone volume booster and speaker of the phone Auto Boost Sound.* Set volume level from the system applications * Loud Enhancer - super loud volume booster ? Easy control of volume. A tab to increase the volume to the maximum?? Support for three modes: Max mode, normal mode and



silent mode? See notification.? Compatible with Android Phone and Tablet.Disclaimer : Make your volume too loud will negatively affect your volume amplifier and can damage your headphones, as a case priority make sure your super volume booster is set to minimum levels, which apparently increase your sound and
protect your super high volume expander from damage.we recommend the user to use this super volume booster to minimal levels. Use responsibly, it is unhealthy to listen to high and super loud music on the headphones for long time. Super High Volume Booster ( super loud speaker pro ) highlite:augmenter le volume
des ecouteursuper amplificateur de son ecouteur ecouteur Lautstärke kopfhörersuper amplificatore volumesuper lautstärke für handlicherhigh aumentare il volumetoo loud Aumentar o volumeinense volume boosterthundering sound and volumepower volume increaser HighSuper High Booster volume (super loud).volume
booster.speaker booster pro.music volume e.volume booster.bass booster.super volume booster booster with volume booster. equalizerCover artHeadphones Loud Volume Booster.Ultimate Volume Booster.Easy Volume Booster.Speaker Booster Plus.AI Volume Booster.Precise Volume.Bass Booster, Volume
Booster.Music Equalizer.500% High Volume Booster.300% High Volume Booster.400% Super Volume Booster.Super Large Volume Booster.max Volume Booster.High Volume Speaker Booster.Super Loud Booster Pro 2018.ArtEx. Quelle: Systemvoraussetzungen: 4.0.3 und höher+ Super-Volumen-Booster ประวัติรุน
super volume booster 2.3 for Android 4.0.3และหลังจากน้ัน ดาวนโหลด Version : 2.3 for Android 4.0.3และหลังจากน้ัน ปรับปรุงวันที่ : 2019-11-15 ดาวนโหลด apk (2.67 MB) super volume booster 1.0 for Android 4.0.3และหลังจากน้ัน ดาวนโหลด Version : 1.0 for Android 4.0.3และหลังจากน้ัน ปรับปรุงวันที่ : 2019-07-17
ดาวนโหลด apk (2.67 MB) super volume booster 1.2.9 for Android 2.3และหลังจากน้ัน ดาวนโหลด Version : 1.2.9 for Android 2.3และหลังจากน้ัน ปรับปรุงวันที่ : 2019-03-10 ดาวนโหลด apk (3.02 MB) Download APKName Ultimate Volume BoosterPackage us.porrassoft.volumeboosterVersion 24.0Size 6.91 MBGet it on
Developed By porrassoft Volume Booster is an excellent volume control app that controls Android phone volume for all sound streams(music, voice, alarm, system). You can easily boost your phone sound to maximum by just one key. In android system, you are unable to independently adjust the music volume, alarm
volume, call voice volume and other system volumes. Thanks to this Phone Sound Booster, you can easily adjust all these in few seconds. Feature: 1. One key to increase all sound stream volume to maximum, no need to independently louder speaker volume, loud alarm clock, loud ringtones, or louder music volume
etc. 2. One key to turn your phone into silent mode, it is so convenient when you are on a meeting or going to bed. 3. One key to normal mode to restore the original custom phone sound. 4. The System Sound in this Speaker Booster include ringtone sound, notification sound, DTMF and other system sounds. 5. Realistic
graphic and cool user interface. Download this useful Volume Increaser for free now! Internet Allows to access internet network. Access network state Allows to access information about networks. Access wifi state Allows to access information about Wi-Fi networks. Write external storage Allows to write to external
storage such as SD card. Read phone state Allows read only access to phone state. android.permission.ACCESS_NOTIFICATION_POLICY App customer permission. Wake lock Allows using PowerManager WakeLocks to keep processor from or screen of dimming.
com.google.android.finsky.permission.BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE app customer permission. com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE App Customer Permission. Read External Memory Allows reading from external memory, e.B. SD card. Map.
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